
 

Solutions Third Edition Elementary Tests 1 Unit 5 Progress Test A 

Unit 5 Progress Test A 

Grammar 

1 Circle the correct words to complete the sentences. 

1 The cinema is nearer / the nearest than the library. 

2 The Burj Khalifa in Dubai is higher / the highest building in the world. 

3 He is the funnier / the funniest boy in the school. 

4 Your trainers are more casual / the most casual than your shoes. 

5 What is more polluted / the most polluted river in the world? 

6 Who is kinder / the kindest, your uncle or your aunt? 

Mark: ___ / 6 

2 Complete the sentences with the comparative and superlative form of the adjectives in brackets. 

1 In general, people in Australia are ____happier___________________ than people in Africa, but people in Europe are 

___________the happiest____________. (happy) 

2 Cycling is _________better______________ than walking to school, but trams are ____the best__________. (good) 

3 In the UK, rugby is ____more popular_______ than tennis, but football is ___the most popular________. (popular) 

4 I think geography is ________worse____ than history, but physics is _______the worst________________ 

subject. (bad) 

5 The classroom is _______hotter__________ than the library, but the computer room is ____the hottest______. (hot) 

6 Trains are ___________safer____________ than coaches, but planes are ___________the safest____________ form 

of transport. (safe) 

7 Football is ____more dangerous__________ than judo, but skiing is _________the most dangerous___________. 

(dangerous) 

Mark: ___ / 7 

3 Find the mistakes in each sentence. Circle the mistake and write the correction. 

1 Which is more far from your country, Russia or Australia? _________further_________________ 

2 Who is the more polite student in your class? ____________the most polite/politest ______________ 

3 The supermarket is busyer than the small shop. _____________busier_____________ 

4 My smartphone is expensiver than my laptop. ______________more expensive than____________ 

5 The chef only uses the most freshest food. ____________freshest______________ 

6 What’s the better website to use for our homework? _______best___________________ 

7 My bedroom is biger than my brother’s room. __________bigger________________ 

Mark: ___ / 7 
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